SELECTED GREEK INSCRIPTIONS
The first report of inscriptions found in the Ancient Agora during the course of
excavations by the Amerncan School of Classical Studies was presented this year by
Professor Merittlin Volume II of Hesperia, pp. 149-169. The supplementary report, lhere
published, contains three inscriptions found in the second campaign (1932) and four
others found at the beginning of the third season. The inscriptions, published in each
year, will be numbered consecutively as of that year. A map showino the sections of
the Agora and the houses (with numbers), to which reference is made in the following
pages, may be consulted in Hesperia, II 1933, p. 99.
1I.
1

AN EPIGIR'A OF -SIEMONIDES

Part of a block of Pentelic marble, found in the wall of a modern hiouse, 636/17, in
Section 0-, on December 8, 1932. The top, the bottom, the left side and the inscribed
front have been partially preserved. Thieblock is broken awiay at the right and the back.
Heioght,0.215 i.; maximum width, 0.281 in.; maximum tlhickness, 0.177 m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.-0.015 m.
Iv.

No.3-056 1 303.

The stone is a fragment of a cenotaph, erected at Athens, to commemorate the men
who had fallen in the battle of Marathon. A larger fragment of the same monument,1
I.UG.,J, 763, 0.46 m. wide, is now in the Epio,raphical Museum, anid itself, but not its
haracter, has lone been known. It likewise, has a preserved surface above and below.
It was found duiring some digging in. the coturtyard of a ose on hadriani Street, east of the
and was first mnadeknown by A. R. Rangabe' in, the A ttiqumtitHetlniqites, vol. 11 (Athens, 1855),
p. 397, no. 784 b. A. Kirchloff published it again in the Mionatsb.d. Berl. Ak., 1869, 412-41it, and in LG., I,
Acropolis,

p. 177, no. 333, with a drawing (cf. I.G., 1, Supp., p. 40).

Amonig other thin-s

he called attention

to the

difference in the eharacter of the wi-iting in the two bands. The most importanit suibsequent discussions
of tlhe fragmnentare the following: FrfanzWiniter, Ai-h. Jahbutch, VIII, 1893, p. 152, note 13; A. Willhelm,
Alh. MIItt.,XXIII, 1898, 487-491, with a plhotograph of the stone beside a photograph of the old Ilecatompedoni inscriptionl (Plate IX); E. Bornnann;Fest.schrift f4r Y'h. Gosperz (Viennia, 1902), 474-478, and
Jahresheft des 6sterr. rch. Itstitttes, VI, 1903, 241-247; L. Weber, Philologuts, LXXVI, 1920, 60-67. It was
published also by the following: G. Kaibel, Epigrna]zmataGraeca, no. 749; E. S. Roberts, DItrodu-etionto
Greek Ep2igrapiy, no. 64 (with a drawing

illustrating

its

unique appearance);

Roberts-Gardner

no. 177

(likewise with a drawing); E. Hoffmann, Sylloge Jfpig-ri-aiatunmGraecorue, no. 266; J. Geffeken, Griechishee
no. 11.
Ef)igraimne, no. 65; F. Hiller von Gaertringen7,Historische griechische EpigrammZ7Re,
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The whole original stone must have been slightly more than one metre wide. The older
fragment, with somewhat more than a third of the original inscri.ption, extended toward
the right from about the centre; the right edge has not been preserved at all, and the
uipper part of the face of the stone has been chipped away in places. The face of the
new fragment from the Agora is in good condition except for damage to the lower
part, where there never was an inscription. It constitutes about one fourth, so that we

IGG_,

2

635

now have, approximately, two-thirds of the original front. This may be described as
decorated in two planes. Across the top ran a smooth band, 0.055 m. high, and 0.016 m.
below this ran another smooth band of the same height. The second lies somewhat
deeper in the stone than the first. These two bands carry the inscription, two epigrams,
each inscribed by a different hand. Around thle sides and the bottom of the stone ran
a smooth margin,1 0.025 m. wide, at the same level as the first band, of which it formed
a continuation. The rest of the stone is rough-picked, and this portion is about on the
same level as the upper band and the mnargin,or negligibly deeper, and it is clearly
not as deep as the lower band.

I Along the side it is preserved on the Agora piece. Along the bottom it is scarcely discernible on
the Agora piece but clearly visible on the old fragmenit.
33
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The process through which the stone passed to arrive at this peculiarity of arrangement,
may be reconstructed as follows. Most of the front, all of wlhich had at first been prepared
as a smooth surface, was artificially rough-picked in such a way as to leave a smooth
margin along the sides and bottom, and along the top a band of smoothly prepared

surface for the inscription. Perhaps the letters were iniscribedbefore the picking occurred.
More frequently in early dedications this rough-picking for decorative purposes was not
executed; the whole face would be left smooth, and the inscription would not be centred
on the stone, but instead would run along the top. On the other hand, the roughpicking was by no mneansan uncommon decoration, of which the stone, I.G., 12, 635
(see illustration), furnishes a good example.' The latter has a margin of the samnewidth
(0.025i m.) as the stone from the Agora; the band along the top is merely a half
centimetre higher; and the rough-picking is exceedingly shallow. Thus, tlle stone to
which the fraffgnentfrom the Agora belonged, had at one time presented a perfectly
normi-alappearance with a two line inscription along the top. At some later time it
received the second epigram, inscribed by a different and inferior hand but in characters
that could not have been chronolo0ically far separated from the first, if at all. To
receive the two additional lines another band had to be smoothed on the rough-picked
portion of the stone, and consequently the second band lay at a deeper level than the
rest of the surface.2
On the fragment from the Agora the left side is preserved. It is decorated precisely
as the front had originally been decorated except for the absence of any inscription.
At the upper edge ran a smooth band, 0.055 m. high, along the other ed0es a smlooth
margin, 0.025 m. wide, both actually preserved on the right. The rest was rough-picked,
but it is clearly not a case of any genuine anathyrosis. The smooth mnargincontinued
around the bottom, and while anathyrosis on four sides would be possible, it would be
very unusual; but the width of the smooth band above and the similarity to the
decorationl of the front of the block indicate that the arranoement was also here a
decorative feature, and that the side was, therefore, an exposed surface.
Adding the fragment from the Agora (a) to the old one (b), we have the following
inscription, of which each line is a complete elegiac couplet.
CTOIX
b

a

I dvrYiyeJcY deer')C[-

-

]AII[] H,8q6i[>(?)
'
-r~t r6[-v cflac~eo'povov&U 0] IwX24,
[Yca11] ta-xct JoiXo[
eaXxov
y a}Coi
2

-

3

NON CI'OIX

II

ev 3aeaoT?tg

x&aqi[vxt

cThXicAoyt rQ8ifx P[ii

-

-

|-'ca

121 -

xZvYo] 120'TCaMp
116r86ax
j] 11Trv, /lat Ii

&uOu08Yrv26V dv[
uov xCtvuepVO[ot d6lVx(v].

]

1 Epigraphical Museum 6362. For the type with rough-picking one might comnparealso nos. 6308,
6289, and 6336 in the Epigraphical Museum.
2 This was recognized as the correct explanation by Dbrpfeld and Wilhelm, Ath. iitt., XXIII, 1898,
490. Traces of thie former rough-picking are clearly visible on the second band.
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Line 1: AlE!.-Enough of the surface remains to assure the readino, for the second
letter, but the vertical hasta of the fourth letter might belong to iota or tau. Also
enough of the surface remains to show that the three circles which would mark the end
of the hexameter, could not have followed immediately after the fourth letter.
Line 1:

rho is quite clear.

T,-Qqo[v].-The

B. D. Meritt thought he could read the

four other letters. I think I can see the epsilon and the sigma, but I am very uncertain
about the word.
Line 2: ii4oi.- Compare Herodotus (VI, 112) on the battle of Marathon: o' A
HQkact o6Q8ovrg
8ir'6eoV
oTe

xat

ko'yl()

iCayzV

Lb5 &5Ofy8tVOl, [IciT'V
e3IVtfdVTXQgffaQeffX6v&gOVTrO

,O66Q1V,

bmaexoV&?rj
Line 2: s [v ccafpOa
o6
'incov

9olt

6Q,8`OVT8g

oTg

o)'t yovO xat
8OVT30Oa

TOVrOVg

T8

TOtfl
oo(ip

>I6raOplcot
8,8t2o6,aVoVg,

oiJre-O.ioVcarwv.

d]-

B. D. Meritt suggested to me this restoration as a

possibility. Evidently the object of the verb e`oZovmust have followed, for it could not
have stood in the preceeding line because of the particle y4'e.
Line 2: hW6XX[Ya
It] .-The restoration yt was first suggested by G.Kaibel, E4pigrmmaita
Graeca, no. 749, and part of the lowest horizontal stroke of the epsilon is actually there
on the stone to confirm it.
Line 2: JoV'Xto[v 81tue 160YV].-Kirchhoff's restoration.
Line 3: Caday[5at].-The reading mu is quite probable, less likely gamma or nu.
Neither a name nor any familiar Greek word began with the letter combination, LaCca-,
and there can be no question about the reading of those first four letters. Therefore
we are confronted with a &ra'X:26yo[us)'or. The Homeric dialect employed as a future
for the word dapc~w the forms dayuc,dayait and dayto'out. With the contraction regular
in Attic we should have the form daYcqiout
as the dative plural of the future participle.
On the analogy of a poetic word like ~caqizew, to put fortlh all one's fury, we arrive at

the restoration suggested in the text.

The word would mean those who were abouttto

make a complete conquest. I regard an adjective ~ad',a[o?] as another possibility.

Line 3: ho'Tr.-In front of the omicron may be discerned a vertical stroke. Since it
goes down to the bottom of the line, the readino, r is excluded. The vertical hasta is
closer to the omicron than the upright of the tau which follows the omicron. Therefore
it can belong only to an H (or an 1). Both H. T. Wade-Gery and B. D. Meritt have
also seen it.
Line 3: dv'[ ].-The angle at which the first stroke of the last letter stands seems
less suitable to a gamma than to a nu.
Line 4: The last letter of the new fragment is either rho or beta.
Line 4:

Xval'y81bo [t dVrailV].-Kirchhoff's

restoration.

The inscription is speaking of a great battle in the Persian Wars, of a land battle
where an Athenian victory saved all Hellas. Although the character of the monument
to which the epigrams belonged has not hitherto been recognized, the battle to which
33*
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they refer was correctly identified by Kirchhoff, who interpreted both epigrams as
dealing with the battle of Marathon. Wilhelm showed that the first epigram with its
exceptionally handsome lettering was inscribed by the same man who in 48514 did the
old Hecatompedon inscription. That the first epigram deals with Marathon, has not
really been disputed. Bormann sugg,ested that the second dealt with Thermopylae and
Salamis. Even in 1919, however, F. Hiller von Gaertringen' did not take this proposal
seriously, and the hypothesis, in 1920, was thoroughly refuted by L. Weber, because as
the word aiXeln shows, it is a question of a land battle and not of a naval engagement,
and because the Athenians at that period would not have celebrated the achievements
of the Lacedaemonians on a monument erected to commemorate their own proudest
exploit. Therefore Weber agreed with Kirchhoff and Wilhelm that Marathon was meant
in both epigrams, and in the new fragment from the Agora there is nothing to impair
the plausibility of that interpretation.
The second epigram was inscribed later than the first, but so far as the lettering is
concerned, it might have been engraved simultaneously. A monument commemorating
the battle of Marathon would have been conspicuous, and when the Persians came to
Athens they would not have been likely to stare at the inscription all winter long, so
that it presumably did not survive the destruction of Athens in 480, certainly not the
final destruction in 479. Precisely the inscribed base would have been the offensive
part of the monument. A strong indication that the latter was not replaced afterward
lies in the fact that the ancient writers never quote the text of either epigram.
Moreover, the contents of the last two lines indicate a date earlier than 480. Even were
it thinkable that such a monument might be selected to receive an epigram on the
warriors of another battle, obviously no one would have praised the heroes by saying,
" They let the Persians burn Athens first and then they defeated them." So whatever
may be the construction of the words preserved, the meaning is evidently as follows:
"Driving back the Persian host, they prevented the barbarians from burning the town
by the sea (namely, Athens)."
Now these remarks apply only to the victors of Marathon. If, however, the last two
lines, emphasizing the fact that the victors of Marathon had prevented the Persians
from destroying the city, were not written until after Salamis or Plataea, there would
be an invidious comparison in the words: Themistocles and the men who fought at
Salamis and Plataea did allow the city to be destroyed. But the great victory of
Salamis had justified the policy of Themistocles, and after the return to Athens the
government might have re-erected the old monument, if it had not been demolished, but
they would certainly not have added such an epigram.
All the problems, as well as this one which concerns the origin of the lower band,
have been much confused, because those who treated the old fragment did not understand
the character of the monument to which it belonged.
I Hermes, LIV, 1919, 215.
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For example, L. Weber, accounting for the second epigram as an addition made after
the victory of Salamis but likewise concerning the battle of Marathon, explained the
dedication as a base for a herm, standing in the Stoa of the Herms, and like those
mentioned by Aeschines (Ctes. 183-185). As soon, however, as we remove the false
presumption that the second epigram must have been inscribed after the battle of
Salamis, the whole theory, for which there never was aniy real evidence in the first
place, falls to the ground. Moreover, the opening words of the Eion epigram to which
Weber pointed, in no wise postulate the existence of the stone found in the Agora.
The Eion epigram is of a different type. Nor does the provenance of the two fragments
lend support to Weber's theory. They were easily transportable. The smaller fragment,
to be sure, was found in the Agora, but above ground and not in that part of the
Agora where presumably the Stoa of the Herms was situated. The Stoa lay probably
more to the north end.' The older fragment Rangabe found on the other side of the
Acropolis!
But the true clharacter of the monument can be determined from the opening words
on the new frag,ment,arjeui} w6vd Uo0ed. The demonstrative pronoun oi&, as used here,
would be quite out of place on a monument like a herm. A list of names must have
accompanied the epigram. They were not the names of all who took part in the battle,
for that was not the custom, nor was it possible on accotunt of the number. The
Marathon epigram will find its parallel on the sepulchral monuments or lists of the
slain. In type it closely resembles an epigram such as that on the stele, I.G., 12, 943,
where the names were inscribed of those who fell in the Chersonese, in Thrace, and at
Byzantium about 440/39 B.C.:
hoks sraa' eXgUarovtov &nr6Xeaav eXa*& h/f&V
x?T'lav
6' 6bxtay
flaQ0V&?teVot,
rrareda,
ho'UT'hX0eQkarBVa'XC ThO{6LiOO'lOQ ekxO1uo:avTag,
a voilg
0OVTOV
tVEt a
CiiTgBO8uavA

In appearance this stele (see the illustration, A. Conze, Die attischen Grabretiefs,
Tafel CCXCIIIA, the stele on the right), is an ordinary grave monument, except that it
has a long list of names. Below the names of the fallen stands the epigram. Where a
grave stele is set in an appropriate marble base, the epigram would be inscribed on the
base, as in the case of the Pythagoras monument, I.G., I2, 1034, which Conze illustrates
ibidem on the left.
I
2

W. Judeich, Topographie von Athen, 2nd ed. (1931), p. 370, note 1.
Compare also the epigram A. P. VII, 258, on which this was miodeled:
OSc 7tc

"I3ipv
M/j5tv TOO(PdQWV
7-O'Ua'xOI

ESQVyM6OVTm'7(oT c'yla)Ov AJEaaV

itva,cVtvot

cdXi?WlTaC7CE$0( TE Xcd dXV7(6QWV(XX V?7&V
X6a11tTOV a' OQETd15
YV4,' E4OV (pO6uEVO.
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Therefore, we can identify the stone with the Marathon epigram as a marble base
for a stele containing the list of the fallen. Since we know approximately how many
syllables would have been in each line, and since we have the left margin on the
fragment found in the Agora, from the syllables actually preserved we can measure the
length of the line and the width of the stone. From this it appears that the base must
have been slightly more than one metre across. By analogy with other monuments, it
ought to have supported a stele at least 0.60 m. wide, on which were inscribed the
names of the one-hundred-and-ninety-two men who had fallen at Marathon. It was
customary to group the names according to tribes; so in the list proper there would
have been 202 places, i.e. the names of the one-hundred-and-ninety-two men who had
fallen and the names of the ten tribes. We can check our calculations and see whether
a stele 0.60 m. wide would have been suitable for a list containing 202 places. It so
happens that another stele, I.G., I2, 929, that erected by the tribe Erechtheis and containing a single year's losses at the beginning of the first Peloponnesian War, is actually
0.59 m. wide. The names are arranged in three columns and column I contains 67 places.
In the three columns, accordingly, with the same lettering and the same spacing there
was room for 201 names, a total which corresponds almost exactly to our requirements.
Therefore, we can reconstruct the monutmentfor the men who fell at Marathon as a
stele of Pentelic marble, about 1.50 m. high and at least 0.60 m. wide, set in a marble
base, 0.215 m. high and slightly more than one metre across. The names were grouped
accordinT to tribes and arranged in three columns, above which might have been the
simple legend hoidY 6v MaoaO:Ovt &l 'Oarov.

It did not, however, stand over a real grave, because the men who fell at Marathon
were buried on the battle field. Of course there would have been also in Athens a
monument for the dead heroes, and in the stone with the epigram we have now
discovered part of it. Just as the Corinthians who fell in the battle of Salamis were
buried at Salamis, but received the honor of a cenotaph on the Isthmus too, so for the
men who died at Marathon the Athenians erected at Athens a monument, to which
could be attached the worship of the great dead (Heroenkult) in the usual place, and
which, on the Acropolis or together with the other monuments of the public cemetery,
would constantly hold before the eyes of Athenians the memory of those patriots who
had given their lives for the city.
Fortunately we know who was the author of the epigram on the men who fell at
Marathon. The information is preserved for us in the Life of Aeschylus (? 8, p. 4
Wilamowitz). The writer recalls a difference of opinion as to why Aeschylus went to
Syracuse:
r't

?JYTL

l6
Ai'YXVOV,

ovSxOV8i, xct 1Sc'(OEig
rwi,odUSJg C'gQ(Yv,xcax utv&g yt'v 'm6 146OiV xa
ev
McQaao-n T8t6XOTag&i&/&Cy tury6O;
8&VTp 81g roi'g
zoqOxAt&, xav& &
8&VlOVg,
-rU6
'O
rQl T6
1ycdtur&lv O,126t, 8 rovf
Xtlui6f0'Tnog
Y&Q1xey-oVTnlg7roxi,
Jg 8paStev,

8uflr

d?JO'xretov.

From this it appears that there had been a contest for the selection of an epigram
to be inscribed on the monument for the fallen, and that the great honor had been
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awarded to Simonides. Of course, it is ridiculous as an explanation for the departure
of Aeschylus, which took place many years later, and the story would, therefore, never
have been invented to account for it. It was clearly a famous old story used to motivate
a later event.

Although Hiller, Wilamowitz, Boas, Schmidt, Geffcken, and others rejected it, one
still occasionally finds no. 88 Diehl identified as the elegy:
"A0Oi2c)otMaO0a lt
'EX2i'wo, IoreopaFOVmig
zvo(poeop MIywv 6aroe'Bav dVJ'cltv.

It is a curious error that never would have arisen except for the absence of the real
epitaph. Such an epigram is obviously not an epitaph for the Athenians who fell in
the battle. Suidas (stub HIotxi)r) says plainly that it stood oni the great painting which
in the Painted Porch depicted the battle of Marathon. Neither he, nor Lycurgus, nor
Aelius Aristides, nor the scholiast to the latter, who also quote it, claims for it the
authorship of Simonides. Aelius Aristides (p. 511 Dindorf) quotes it simply as an
anonymous archaic epigram without offering a word of identification. The misconception
that the latter considered it an epigram of Simonides, has been thoroughly refuted, first
by Hiller, Philologus XLVIII, 1889, pp. 229-238. then by Wilamowitz, Nachrichtend. K.
Gesellsch. d. Wissensch. zu GWittngen,Phil.-hist. Klasse, 1897, p. 317, and thirdly by Boas,

De EpigrammatisSirtonideis, 92-96. Furthermore, the only argument that would transform
the epigram into an elegy, is based on a modern ernendation or an ambiguity in the
text of Lycurgus, who, to show the Athenians that the heroic deeds of their ancestors
were gratefully recorded on public monuments, quotes it after the epigram on the
Lacedaemonians who fell at Thermopylae. The passage, as it stands, is evidently corrupt
ov Ya'TVQla 8'Ectv tJ8et 'rg deQnsg a'r6iv
(Leocr. 109): Tot'cQeoivL&'rrf rOlOQig Oi rYl
TO
V
Xi2*, Toig Y&VuUeOlg
isevYotg pEV J iv,t
avayeyeapy~Evac
a'XriO-e6g V,c-ravgToig"'EXXavg,
Wurm
'E2ASvwv
xr.
emended
the
offensive
word eot'oigto KQloig
rQoy0votg
reoavg
and deleted the phrase rovf f3lov. Even so, it might still mean a trophy mound or be
nothing more than that awkwardness of expression for which Lycurgus was criticized
in antiquiity, but an argument based on a dubious passage or a modern emendation
should never have weighed at all against the character of the verses and the explicit
statement of Suidas. The word of the scholiast to Aristides, that this epigram stood on
a stele of Pericles, constitutes a third explanation, less acceptable per se but equally
useful to our argument. It would not be the elegy of Simonides, inscribed shortly
after the battle.
This elegy of Simonides was inscribed only upon the cenotaph at Athens. No
epigram stood under the list of the slain, erected at Marathon over the grave itself, for
Pausanias (I, 32) gives a description of the latter monument and would certainly have
mentioned it. Apparently the one he saw was also the original monument. Pausanias
tells how the inhabitants of the region to his day worshiped the spirits of the dead
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heroes who were buried under the funeral mound, and if the sanctity of the place had
been violated by the Persians, the story would have been handed down.
Furthermore, those who compiled the anthologies, combed the extant monuments for
epigrams of Simonides. That on the Athenians who fell at Marathon would have been
the first to be collected, and yet we do not find it in the Palatine Anthology. We can
explain the gap only by admitting that the monumienton which it was inscribed had
disappeared. Hence we eliminate the monument over the grave, where Pausanias could
still read the names of the fallen. There remains only the cenotaph. The latter never
survived the destruction of 479.
In the last forty years, it has grown quite evident that the ascription to Simonides
of the many epigrams which have come down to us under his name, does not in most
cases rest upon good authority, and some were obviously composed after his death.' The
later anthologies attributed generously to the great figure of Simonides all the good
epigrams of his time, whereas today scientific criticism has done so much to discredit
the accuracy of those who compiled the anthologies, that W. Schmid in the volume2
on Greek Literature before the Attic hegemony finds that only one extant epigram can
be attributed to the poet with absolute certainty, namely that on the seer Megistias
(no. 83 Diehl). To be sure, a high degree of probability exists in the case of some
others, but the whole value of later testimony is discredited, because the later writers
drew their informatiolnfromi undiscerning anthologies. That is not the case, however,
with the story about the elegy for the men who died at Marathon. The monument had
perished before the day of anthologies, and the epigrams both of Simonides and of
Aeschylus had fallen into oblivion. There was preserved no such monument with an
anonymous epigram, for which the anthology compilers might conceivably invent an
authorship. Wilamowitz recognized the anecdote as an old story, but he was puzzled
because he knew that no epigram stood upon the mound at Marathon. Now we find
that at Athens there had actually existed until 480 another monument, upon which we
read the official elegy on the men who had fallen at Marathon.
We can assume, accordingly, that at the cenotaph the two lines inscribed on the
base in its original form, conitainedthe epigram of Simonides. It reveals the authorship.
Here the word 48,r7 appears in the new Simonidean sense. Before his time the word
ao8 had a different meaning on the continent; it was bound up with the idea of
worldly position, privilege, or prosperity, and the gods bestowed it. Therefore, as
1 See in particular M. Boas, De epigranimcttisSimonideis (Groningen 1905), U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff,
Sappho und Simnonides
(1913), and J. Geffeken's article Simonides in Pauily-Wissowa-Kroll, Real-Encyclopddie
(1927). Wilamowitz in his article Sirnonides der Epigrammatiker, first published in the Nachrichten d. K.
Gesellsch.d. Wissensch.zt G6ttingen, Phil.-hist. Klasse, 1897, Heft 3, 306-325, and republished with other
comments in Sappho und Simaonides, pp. 192-209, went much too far in his criticism of the legend of
Simonides the epigrammatic poet. Compare also J. Geffeken, GriechischeLiteraturgeschichte,Chapter XI,
note 1.
2
Handb. d. Altertumiisw.,VII, 1, 1, pp. 510-511.
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something quite independent

of success and entirely dependent upon the individual, the famous reply of Simonides
to Scopas, preserved in Plato's Protagoras, formulated a new principle and marked a
new epoch. Character alone counted instead of the accidents of life. Accordingly Simonides
in his encomium(no. 5 Diehl) called the Spartans who fell at Thermopylae 'vieYQayaOL2
When a man dies for the fatherland, it is said of him dvo eyaO&-64vn6o. It is then
and not while living that he achiev s

perT, the quality which makes the cb)f ad'cO5g,

and it is then that he receives heroic honors.
The epigram exhibits the characteristic which the ancients recognized as the particular
Simonidean quality: a deep emotional effect achieved without recourse to pretentious
"
language,-6 ro lXUleuca0 1t ldXX
3 For its structure it ought
(ui)zaiTlXft
to be compared with that other epigram on the seer Megistias:
Ivi ia T66Ye
XXu'OTO

MNeluTlh,

bO'VSOT&l8Ol

23eQX81 OP 7OTCqIOV XzTelVaV dUtlutpcItevol,

rag Ocapa 816dg
SIav'viog, Og ro'e Kfiac 8'7V8Q%0O['
dZ'

I'E'Ui
~fa,r

t's0)'ag

!fQOXt7re7v.

The motive which inspired the sacrifice is at the end thrown into heroic relief and
gives the epigram its force. The situation is stated simply in the first three lines, and
in the fourth with equal simplicity and restraint of phrase the nobility of the motive is
so revealed to have its full effect. In the elegyy for the men who fell at Marathon the
technique is the same, but the fourth verse secures for the whole epigram an extraordinary
which determined
dignity and moving quality. This is the XerTO'riee otaTO urO8,
the decision of the judges. An elegy like that on the Athenians who fell at the Eurymedon
or like that on the Corinthians buried at Salamis, does not exhibit this character, which,
on the other hand, nmutatis
nmutandis,appears again in the famoousepigram on the Spartans
who fell at Tllermopylae. We might see in the latter, if not the hand of Simonides, at
least the Simonidean technique. He created the type. for the archaic epigrams were not
pointed. I, for my part, am quite satisfied with the explanation of Boas, that Simonides,
who wrote the epitaph of Megistias on his own account, was the same man who composed
the epitaph of the heroic Spartans at the request of the Amphictyons.
His influence, moreover, undoubtedly contributed to that feeling of warm national
patriotism which so many epigrams display in the first half of the fifth century. Thus
the concern for the dear E2Xv0eQic'of the Greeks and the consciousness

of pan-Hellenic

unity, which recur so often in the Sinonidea, were already present in the elegy on the
1 U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff,
Das Skioliontdes Simonides an Skopas, published in the Nachrichten d.
Kf. Gesellsch. d. TVissensch. zu G6ttingen, Phil.-hist. Klasse, 1898, pp. 204-236, and reprinted in Sappho und
Simonides, pp. 159--191.
2 As Wilamowitz
puncttuates it: doci4cv c4yacov 6 6E aqx6OS.
3 Dionysitis
of Halicarnassus, De Imit., II, 2, 6.
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men who fell at Marathon. It was the spirit of a great age, but an eminent literary
figure like Silnionidesnot only reflected but played a part in the formation of this spirit.
The cenotaph, then, in its original condition was adorned with the epigram of Simonides,
which in a fragmentary form we now possess. The epigram was complete in itself, and
of such a character that any addition must have been felt as an anticlimax. Another
epigram on the same subject was later placed upon the stone beneath that of Simonides,
but the two new lines were not engraved as a continuation of the first two, but were
carefully separated from thenmby a portion of rough-picked surface, which to the eye
at once marked them as a unity apart. The chief problem is now the origin of the
second band: why and when in the brief period between the erection of the monument
shortly after the battle of Marathonand its destruction in 480 was another epioframplaced
on the stone beside that of Simonides.
For an explanation we may reexamine the one ancient reference to the monument.
Another fact emerges from the anecdote in the Life of Aeschylus, namely that the
dramatist was the only or the chief rival of Simonides. He was a serious rival; otherwise
the story would not have attributed so much disappointment to Aeschylus on being
relegated to second place. The judges apparently found themselves exposed to much
hostile criticism because they had awarded the honor to a foreigner. After all they might
have selected the epigram of Aeschylus; it, too, was rather a fine thing, and in the opinion
of all it had an additional glamor, because the author himself was not only a patriotic
Athenian, but actually one of the heroes of Marathon,and the brother of one of the fallen.
Probably on reflection the judges decided that the epigram of Aeschylus also deserved
to be engraved on the monument, and a few days later they sent another stonecutter
to make the second band. That is the most likely explanation of the existence of the
second band, and it also explains why in the memory of Athenians the two names of
Simonides and Aeschylus were coupled with the monument. It must be recalled that
the latter won his first dramatic victory in 484; he was thirty-five years old at the
time of the battle of Marathon, but not yet the famous man of ten years later. By
itself his reputation as a poet, such as it was in 490, would scarcely have rendered
memorable his participation with an epigram considered inferior to that of Simonides;
but that participation would have been remembered if also the elegy of Aeschylus had
received a place on the cenotaph. It seems furthermore incredible that any double
distichon other than his would later have had this honor.
The evidence of the language on the stornepoints persuasively in the same direction.
In sharp contrast to the simplicity of Simonidean style, the second elegy offers the
elevated phraseology that we have learned to associate with the great tragic poet and
that might be less sympathetically criticized for an inclination toward bombast.
Expressions like acdy8v Usuktl ireo'O !7rvX6v,or &XviaXop reoalxt, belong to the sort of

language that he employed for tragedy. Impressive, also, but alien to the restraint of
epigramnmaticstyle, the brag 2'yowvov which appears at the beginning, has a tone at
once suggestive of the luxuriant Aeschylean vocabulary.
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In view of all this there exists, if not absolute certainty, at least the greatest
likelihood that we have the epigram of Aeschylus below that of Simonides.
The
likelihood is so great that it amounts in our opinion to a demonstration. In that case
it is the only known epigram of the poet, for Wilamowitz' is probably right in declaring
the famous epitaph to be in the spirit but not by the hand of the poet, and the other
which has survived under his niame in the Palatine Anthology, can hardly be genuine.2

The fragment, No. 4 Diehl, may not be from an epigram of Aeschylus at all.
It is striking that the author of the Life has a clearly formulated impression of a
deficiency in the great man. In fact, in the words quoted above, he tells us that the
poet was surpassed in the eleoy upoln the men who fell at Marathon because he lacked
that peculiar quality, the delicate touch which, in a couple of lines with a few words
inoulded into an effective phrase, reaches the heart. The genius of Aeschylus was of
another type, he added. We may perceive in the writer's words the late reverberation of
an old echo. The criticism, it will be noticed, applies perfectly to the second epigram
of the cenotaph; despite the exalted language of the verses, it is somewhat heavy, it
has not the power of the first elegy. The effort of Aeschylus affected the ancients as the
second epigram on the base would affect anyone, reading it after the first. Although
it was known, moreover, that Aeschylus had written elegies, the world did not think of
him as an epigrammiatic poet. It would be strange to compare him with Simonides,
except that for ten years men had beheld the epigrams of the two poets side by side
on the monument of the fallen, and had had the chance to become impressed with the
difference between them.
Quite apart from its sentimental and aesthetic interest, the monument has importance
because of its contribution to our knowledge of Simonides, a figure of whom the former
significance, if not the later influence, can be discerned everywhere, and who is quite
justly characterized by J. Geffcken as the child and creator of his age.3 Hitherto we
have had but a single unquestionably authentic epigram, and even this did not represent
one of his great commissions or explain the growth of a legend around his name. It
seemed hitherto that the best epigrams of the time were not those of Simonides; so that,
as Wilamowitz did, one might say that the reputation caine to him beyond his merit,
and that his true significance lay in other fields. Now since we have the elegy, worthy
of the men it honored and worthy of the poet's fame, we can examine the tradition
with better understanding. While we recognize that his importance was far from lying
solely in his role as an epigrammatic poet, we know that this nevertheless constituted
a prominent part of his renown, and that the reputation of Simonides, which claimed for
him an overshadowing position in the history of the epigram, was not the result of an
accident. Indeed, it was something to have been selected publicly at Athens for the
I

Aeschyli Tragoediae, p. 11.
See U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Sappho uitd Simonides, p. 216. H. T. Wade-Gery, however, in
J. H.S., LIII, 1933, p. 75j would still retain it for Aeschylus.
3 GriechischeLiteraturgeschichte,I, 126.
2
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greatest literary commnissionthat could be given to any inan, that of an elegy suitable
to a mnonumentfor the men who fell at Marathon.
12. The top of a stele of Pentelic marble. The fragment was found in the wall of
a inodern house, 631/27 in Section H, on November 27, 1932.
Maximum height, 0.22 m.; width, 0.465 m.; thickness, 0.115 in.
Height of letters, in lines 1 and 2, 0.013 m.; in lines 3 ff., 0.008 i.
Inv. No. 3558 I 317.

No. 12
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The stone contains the preamble and the opening words of an inscription recording
an otherwise unknown treaty between Athens and Hermione from the middle of the fifth
century B.C. The word 'Eepioveig occurs here twice, and both times without the rough
breathing, about the use of which in general there existed considerable uncertainty.
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However, the rough breathing before the name Hermione is well attested on epigraphical
grounds. It appears, for example, on a dedication at Delphi, set up by the people of
Hermione about the middle of the fifth century.'
In lines 4 and 5 the name of the 8'Tri'g
begins with M'- and originally contained
eight letters.
In line 6 the name of the man who proposed the decree, contained four letters and
terminated in -wv. The slight traces of the second letter might have belonged either to
an E or less likely to a S, but the latter reading is excluded because there are no fourletter names ending in -awv. On the basis of I.G., I 2, 16 it may with the greatest
probability be restored as Leon, the name of the orator who proposed the commercial
treaty with the Phaselites.
The character of the lettering, particularly the presence of the three-bar sigma, the
straig,ht, well cut nun the sloping lambda, and the employment of smialler letters in the
body of the document than in the superscription, indicate that the stele was inscribed in
the decade 456-46 B.c. Historical considerations enable us to date it more accurately.
The history of Hermione is closely associated with that of the other cities in the
Argolid and with the Lacedaemonian alliance, so that the problem as to the time whien
Athens would. have made a treaty with Hermione, must be approached from the
standpoint of the political situation in the Argolid.
The rivalry of Argos and Sparta extended back to the eighth century. Under
Pheidon Argos controlled not only the Argolid but all the eastern Peloponnese, but from
then on her power gradually declined. By the middle of the sixth century she had lost
Cynuria; at the very beginning of the fifth, the Spartans inflicted a severe defeat which
obliged the Argives to extend the franchise to the perioeci. Afterwards her ambition
rather restricted itself to the hegemony of the Argolid. A continual struggle existed on
the part of the other towns to throw off or ward off the Argive yoke, and Sparta
became the natural ally of all the othler cities of the Argolid. Of the two Dryopian
towns, Asine and Hermione, the former had been destroyed by the Argives in the eighth
century, after it had assisted the Lacedaemonians in a war against Argos, but the latter,
Hermione, partly due to its more protected geographical position, managed to maintain
itself. A powerful coalition existed in the Peloponnese against Sparta around 470 B.C.,
when the latter won two great victories, which Herodotus (IX, 35) ranked with Plataea
ancl Tanagra. The first was won at Tegea against the Teg,eates and the Argives, the
second at Dipaea against all the Arcadians except the Mantineans. About the same
time, 468/7 according to Diodorus (XI, 65), Argos was fighting to strengthen her position
near home, and destroyed her neighbor, Mycenae, when Sparta was unable to give
assistance. In this same general period, also, and probably somewhat earlier than the
fall of Mycenae, although the date is not known, occurred the destruction of Tiryns by
the Argives. The refugees from Tiryns were received by the people of Hermione, and
I

H. Pomtow, BerlinterPhil. IVochenschr.,XXXII, 1912, 573-6.
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were allowed to establish a new town, Halieis, in the territory which belonged to
Hermione. The latter shared in the resentment against the Argive pretensions, felt by
the other towns of the Argolid, and together with Epidaurus, Troezene, and the newly
founded Halieis, it remained a faithful ally to Sparta, and regularly pursued a policy
opposed to that of Argos.'
At Athens in 461 the pro-Laconian party fell from power and Cimon went into exile.
The democratic anti-Laconian party straightway reversed the foreign policy of the
Athenian government.
The friendly relations between Athens and Sparta ceased, and
an alliance was concluded between Athens and Argos. In consequence of this change
the first Peloponnesian War broke out in the following year, although Sparta, because
of the trouble in Messenia, did not take an active part until 457. Almost the first
move of the Athenians was an attempt on the Argolid 459/8. They landed near Halieis
but were defeated by the arrival of troops from Corinth and Epidaurus.
Later in the
war they made a more successful attack on Troezene, and the Argolid became the scene
of considerable fighting.
In 451 Cimon returned from exile and at once began to exert a controlling influence

upon the foreign policy of Athens. Within six months he procured the Five Years Truce
with Sparta and the renunciation of the alliance with Argos.'
It is evident that Athens must have concluded the treaty with Hermione at this time
or shortly afterwards. The period from 461 to 451 is definitely excluded, because during
the first Peloponnesian War, Athens would not have made treaties with the enemies of
Argos and the friends of Sparta. After the death of Cimon, which occurred in 450, the
newly established relations between the Athenians and the Peloponnesians were somewhat
strained, perceptibly so at the time of the Sacred War in 448, and by 446 open
hostilities existed between them again.
It is clear, then, that the treaty with Hermione was struck between 451 and 449 as
a result of the reconciliation effected by Cimon. EiObg zev oar, says Plutarch (Cimon
XVIII, 1), 6 Kttwv zaxeX0W2&-Qtvu irv airtorxaozt
tXaseis rg ?roetg. Cimon induced
in more than one Greek state a desire to cooperate with Athens. In comparing
him with Lucullus Plutarch remarked (II, 3): IovixovJog ,tier vM6 TCOV TeaUNrcov
zarqTovOy,

Ki1iiv dc`&T&r&r ovSiuacxwv 8OczvyicS0
7ura'

oTot

Eya' edQ re'uar, iiQ

g bv de

p8eTJ,Tnuav.4

The orator who proposed the treaty with Hermione was probably that Leon who
proposed the treaty with the Phaselites, I.G., 12, 16. One believed at first that the
latter belonged in the fourth century because it was inscribed in the Ionic alphabet;
Strabo, VIII, 373; Ephoros, frag. 56 (Jacoby).
tund ihre BundesgenossenI (Leipzig, 1878), 67-76.
G. Busolt, Die Lakedaimiionier
3 Thucydide.s I, 105, 1.
Diodorus XI, 78, 2. A similar move occurred in 430, when the Athenians
descended upon Hermione and devastated ,he surrounding territory (Thuc. II, 56,5), but whereas the latter
was a raid, the attenmptupon Halieis was probably a more serious affair.
4 See the CambridgeAncient History, V, p. 86, note 2.
1

2
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but after Wilhelm' pointed out that the Ionic alphabet was employed because the
Phaselites paid for the inscription and that its epigraphical character belonged to the
middle of the fifth century, E. Meyer2 assigned the treaty to the period after the battle
of the Eurymedon. To be sure the battle of the Eurymedon constitutes a terminuspost
quemnb-at there is no cogent historical argument for placing it in 4(5 rather than fifteen
years later. Enough of the text is preserved to supply the sense for the whole
document. It was not a treaty of alliance such as was made after the battle of the
Eurymedon. It was not a ovytvaxi'a; there is no mention of contributions as in L.G., 12, 22;
it was a commercial treaty that might have been made at any time.3
P. Haggard4 observed that the character of the introductory formulae suggested a
date later than 462/1. M. N. Tod6 has returnied to the period around 450 as a likely
date for it. The nu in the word '4xa,awiJg in line 2 is of the later type, quite straight,
but the slanting nu itself can be paralleled in the tribute list for the year 450/49
(I.G., 12, 195). . The phi is like some in the same tribute list or like that in I.G., 12, 27,
of which F. Hiller von Gaertringen remarks in the Corpus: Litteratura non vetat ne rem
ad Atheniensizm expeditionem Delphicam anni 448 referamus. Now that we can with great

probability also identify Leon as a prominent member of Cimon's party, active about
450 B.C., it must be conceded that the treaty with Phagelis belongs not far from the
same year. It becomes altogether likely that the treaty is another example of the
changes then effected in Athens' foreign policy by the party of Cimon. Phaselis
was treated more favorably when Cimon returned to power, for as we may see
from the tribute list 1G., 12, 195, its assessment was reduced by one-half in the
year 450/49.

13. Fragment from a stele of Pentelic marble found in the wall of a modern house,
632/2 in Section Z, on October 30, 1932. The left margin is preserved, but the stone
has been broken away above, below, and on the right.
Maximum height, 0.39 m.; maximum width, 0.23 m.; thickness, 0.21 m.

Height of letters, 0.006 m.
Inv. No. 3469 I 249.
1

Gott. Gel. An2z. 1898, 204-5.
Forschm2ngen
zitr alten Geschichte,II, pp. 5-6.
8 The fact that the Cliians are mentioned does not alter the circumstances.
We are unacquainted
with the relationis between Athens and Chios. Perhaps thle equality of treatment for Phaselites aindCliians
had been assumied from the beginning and was in 450 definitely formitllatedin an agreement, because of
some violation of the arrangement during the democratic regirme at Athens. The democrats were not so
lenienit with the allies as Cimon had been.
4 Proc. A/?m. Phil. Ass., LVII, 1926,pp. XXXI-XXXII.
5 A Selection of Greek Historiical Inscriptions to the Eind of the liFifth Centur6yB.C. (1933), pp. 58-59.
2
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No. 13
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14. On March 21, 1933, another fragrnent of a stele of Pentelic marble was found
in a late Roman fill in Section H at 3/l. It contained part of the same list of names,
was apparently engraved by the same stonecutter, and obviously came from another
copy of the same document. In the second copy the name KaXXtuOViSgis spelt owith
one A and the mnarginon the left is somewhat wider, otherwise the two stones offer the
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same arrangement. Also the second stone has preserved the left edge, and is broken
away above, below and on the right.
Maximum height. 0.19 m.; maximum width, 0.07 m.; tlhickness, 0.125 m.

Height of letters, 0.007 in.
Inv. No. 5070 I
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No. 14

The fragments, Nos. 13 and 14, contain a list of names, separated as to the demes
of their bearers. The second line had been intentionally excised, and as on many another
stone, had once held the name of the tribe Antigonis, to which the three demes recorded
all belonged. Therefore, the complete list did not have names from one tribe alone,
but from all the tribes, and was so divided. Antigonis, moreover, was created in 307/6;
Antigonis and Demetrias were abolished and such excisions made in 200, when the
resentment against Philip V of Macedon was transferred to everything reminiscent of
th)e dynasty. Thus we have a terminus post quem and a terminus ante quem within which
the inscription may be dated with certainty. The general character rather points to the
first half of this period.
The members of each tribe are grouped according to their demes. This arrangfement
occurs on a stone from the archonship of Nicias of Otrynel (I.G., II2, 665), the earliest
I The archon probably belongs in 268/7 (thus Dinsmoor and Ferguson). Because of the secretary
cycle he must be dated either then or twelve years earlier in 280/79 (thus Kirchner). For the most recent
examination of the matter see W. B. Dinsmoor, ThleArchons of Athens, pp. 81-85, where the older literature
is cited and other views are discussed; J. Kirchlner, Gnomon, VIII, 1932, 453.
34
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ephebic catalogue of the third century, but not in the ephebic inscriptions a few years
for the year 325/4B.C. (I.G., JJ , 1926), and
later; it occurs also in a list of iauaLT'ratc
it occurs on the lists of flovXevvad.

However, in the third century there were approximately 30 ephebes each year. The
number had dropped from over 400 as in 305/41 to this low figure as in the archonship
of Nicias of Otryne, and other inscriptions2 froi the third century indicate that the
number remained about 25 or 30. This must, of course, have happened because the
ephebic training had ceased to be compulsory, and the enrollment had probably dropped,
not by degrees, but at once, to that low level. Furthermore, if one examines the
ephebic inscription I.G., J2, 478 from 305/4 B.C., it is apparent that the namneof the
afwpooour1'g stood immediately below that of the tribe. Now it is likely that the office
of acToPta5
was abolished when the enrollment deelined and it became no longer
maintain
a large staff. In the absence of documents it is dangerous to
desirable to
mlake assumptions, but at least the official no longer appears in the inscriptions of the
thiird century. The absence of his name on our stone would indicate that it was n1ota
fragment of an ophebic catalogue from the brief period between the creation of the
tribe Antigonis and the decline of the ephebic enrollment.
We have only three catalogues of

tatrlyrac, all from the last third of the fourth

century, and only one of these is complete enough to serve as a good model. But it
lhappens that the latter (I.G., JJ2, 1926) has 103 names with an averag,e of about two
for each deme. The number of Ltaltpral, moreover, should not have vacillated much
from year to year. They were all citizens fifty-nine years old within a certain property
class unaffected by the reforms of 322, and the proportion to the rest of the population
would have remained relatively constant. On the stones which we are publishing there
are at least ten names for the tribe Antigonis, and if we assume this as customary for
the other tribes, we have a hundred and twenty or more as a total. The nutmberis
not high enough to exclude the possibility of a list of d?atmT-aI, but it is high enough

to render it unlikely.
On the other hand the assumption that we have a list of fov25vuca meets with
no difficulty anti actually finds confirmation in the catalogue I.G., 112, 1700, from which
the representation of the deme Pergase is known to be two.
15. A fragment from a stele of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides, found in
Section E, March 17, 1932.
Maximum height, 0.08 m.; maximuLmwidth, 0.10 in.; maximum thickness, 0.025 m.
Height of letters, 0.004 In.

Inv. No. 1859 I 202.
JJ2,
478. Cf. J. Beloch, Klio, V, 1905),352.
I.G., II, (81, 7(;(3, and 787.

I1G.,
2
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The inscription is a fragment of a decree honoring the magistrates of a prytally
from the tribe Aegeis or Erechtheis. Lines 5 and 6, where the names of the Macedonian
royal family stood, were excised in 200 B.C. as in numerous other inscriptions. The style
of lettering occurs not only somewhat earlier but also in the period around 240, and it
is impossible to ascertain whether the names of Antigonus and Phila or of Demetrius
and Phthia had once been inscribed there.
34*
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The restorations, here proposed, are made exemwpl gratia. Although the inscription
is not written stoicliedon, in different lines the same number of letters occurs in the
same space, so that it is quite possible to estimate the number of letters that have been
lost from each line. With the formula secured in the first two lines from the word
o,TOc[4Ivovotr] to the name Demagenes, the approximate length of a single line may be
established as fifty-five or fifty-two letters, according to a preference for the phrase
els iWv 7Bov)r/vas in I.G., 2II, 678, or for the phrase it flovXt as in the inscriptions of
the end of the third and the beginning of the second century.
One place before the letters ]>`Yog enough is left to exclude the reading N because
the bottom of the second upright would have shown. Hence the restoration [O>tYP]6't'o
becomes impossible. There is something that might well have been the bottom of the
upright stroke of a F. That would determine the reading as [Aly] 6i'og, but after
careful examination the point really seems too dubious to serve as the foundation for
any important argument. That which seemed a stroke, could have been an accident.
The bottom of a eG moreover, might have been slightly higher and might not show on
the fragment.
The only other Demagenes, hitherto known, was a priest of Asclepius, and the rarity
of the name would indicate that both officials were members of the same family. The
priest held office in the archonsllip of Nicias.' Now such an established synchronism
between archon and priest would have its importance for the chronology of the third
century if one could iise it to reconstruct the interrelationship of the tribal cycles; but
the synchronism between Demagenes and Nicias has not furnished assistance, partly
because the demotic of the priest has not been preserved, partly because one c.annot
even be sure that the Nicias was the archon of the year 296/5. The elder Nicias is
the general assumption, yet the archon might equally well have been the much disputed
Nicias of Otryne, for whom W. B. Dinsmoor and W. S. Ferguson favor the year 268/7,
while J. Kirchner still prefers the earlier dating in 280/79 that Beloch maintained.2
Now, however, the syncllronism gains in importance. If the priest came from the same
family as the Demagenes of the fragment from the Agora (which is likely), he would
belong either to Erechtheis (III) or to Aegeis (IV).
We cannot, however, on the basis of our present knowled(re determine between the
two possible restorations by working back from the list of the priests. At the beginning
of the century the list is hardly more than a gap. Even Ferguson's arrangement of
cycles, which indeed would seem to be the correct one, admits the possibility of selection
1 G., II', 1350.
W. B. Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens (1931), pp. 81-85, where also the earlier literature is reviewed;
W. S. Ferguson, Athenian Tcibal Cycles (1932), p. 23; .J. Kirchner, Gnomzon,VIII, 1932, 453. When Nicias
of Otryne is mentioned, his demotic is added to avoid confuLsion with the elder Nicias. In I.G., IIP, 1350,
however, where for the sake of argumnent let us assumine that the ephebes in the year of one of the
imnnmediatepredecessors of Nicias II were being honored, no confuLsion was possible; fuLrthermore, the name
of the priest of Aselepitus stood below, while the wreath which contained the archon's nanme, did not afford
much space.
2
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by sortition withini the cycle where he locates Demnagenes. If selection took place by
rotation at that period, accordingf to his arrangemient the relation between the priestly
and the secretary cycles would call for a priest from the tribe Erechtheis in the
airchonship of Nicias I; and in the document here published a probability would exist
for the restoration ['Eeex6]et`og. On the other hand, that which seems the bottom of a
vertical hasta in front of the first recognizable letter on the stone from the Agora,
creates a. sli(ght preferenice here for the restoration [Aiy]8tdos' and the uncertainty remains.
16. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble found in SectioII A in a late fill at
22/IA on February 29, 1932. The stone is broken away on all sides so that only the
inscribed face presents a smooth surface.
Maximum height, 0.15 m.; maximutm width, 0.21 m.; thickness, 0.095 m.
Height of letters, 0.007 m.
Inv. No. 14.51 I 175.
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The inscription is of the characteristic type in honor of a zoqtajrg. By analogy we
may assign it to the year after the archonship of Poseidonius, which is mentioned in
line 7, and which can be dated in 162/1 B.c.1 The broken bar A wlhich appears here
was not yet in general use bnt occurred sporadically.2
Although in this period there are no other similar inscriptions for comparative
purposes, the general sense of what remains on our stone can be ascertained from
corresponding passages in documents of 40 -or 50 years later. The latter are much
more elaborate and prolix, and in order to restore the text, it is a question of pruning
the language there. Hence the restorations, here proposed, are merely exenipli gratia,
except in lines 15-17 from the words dyaxOqc
wxqzlthrough the word loxse-. So much is
certain because of the familiar formula, and it gives us a starting point for the rest
of the document, inasmuch as we learn that a single line held about seventy-five
letters.

Li oXo[] is a vacant space about two lines high.
Above the name L4ro2XXbvcog
Therefore this name probably stood over at the right in the line below the words gclo;v
cwtdclcot. This phrase stood apart in the middle of another line underneath the rest
of the preamble, which itself also ended in the middle of a line, so that on the. right
hand side of the inscription we have the vacant space as indicate.d in the scheme here
submitted.3
The line on which the name Apollonius stood, would have beg,un on the left with
the name of the man who moved the decree. Therefore we can identify Apollonius as
the man who was being honored and as not being the man who moved the decree. It
locates it thus and new evidence from the Agora, as yet unpublished, confrms the date.
Cf. I.G., 112, 949 and 950, both in the archonship of Pelops four years earlier.
3 An arrangement as in LG., I12, 967 for example.
1 W. S. Fergison
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is, moreover, clear from a glance at the broken stone that the name Apollonius did not

stand at the left edge of the inscription. An additional proof that Apollonius was the
man honored, could, if it were needed, be gathered from the phrase directly below the
name. We know that there were about seventy-five letters to the line, and there would
not be sufficient space for a restoration including another name, patronymic and demotic,
after the name Apollonius and before the phrase below it.
The phrase hd pcd'wozOJ io'[t XacXyft],line 12, is worthy of note. Without exception
the formula reads 1ware owoa xov6Ot ar6TapcwtXza dlxovt XxXi. Possibly the missing
words have been omitted through error, but it is not necessary to suppose so.
Before the word dtvT8r j6v in line 10 can be distinguished part of a letter. It is a
vertical stroke that might belong to H, 1, M or N.
The one visible letter in line 18, a P or a B, probably belonged to the demotic of
Apollonius.
As the decree deals with the zoxtwnrs alone, the document is of the later official
type of ephebic inscription. In the earlier type at the end of the decree there would
be an account of the ephebes and of their behavior and a statement that in reward it
had been decided to honor them, etc.; then by way of appendix would be added a few
words such as, cwlVwrxtde iv zoxatur1i3v ai(rTh [name] dQzeveXEV%ax ptXortylag nv
r
ToV dj lov zata 6Tqfav6rat Xare Tv vo'uov. This would
oUv)Vxcd
'Xowv tacTcVi?tMQd T'
be followed by a brief reference to the other officials, and then would follow the
catalogue. The early arrangement still persisted in I.G., 112, 900, an inscription of the
year 185/4 or shortly afterward. In the later type of ephebic honorary inscription, the
xo06t1rn is no longer lumped together with the other officials at the end, but enjoys the
distinction of a separate decree immediately after the first.' The catalogue then comes
below the second decree. This arrangement appears for the first time about 172/1 B.C.
in another inscription recently found in the Agora, but the decree in honor of the
xouynw' is quite illegible. I.G., 112, 1008 (118/7 B.C.), despite its verbosity, affords a
better example how the inscription of which our piece is a fragment, originally
appeared.
17. Seven contiguous fragments of a stele of iymettian marble found in an ancient
well in Section A on May 3, 1932. The plaque has been broken away at the bottom,
and two fragments have been lost from the upper portion of the inscription.
Maximum height, 0.74 m.; width, 0.605 m.; thickness, 0.04 m.

Height of letters, in line 1, 0.025 m.; in lines 2-11, 0.015 m.; in lines 12 ff., 0.0075-0.01 m.
nv. No. 2611 1 231.
1 Occasionallymore than two decrees appear on the stone. In the middle of the first centuly B3.C.,
moreover,the order of the two decrees is sometimnes
reversed: first that of the xodynp' second that of
the ephebes.
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The inscription is of uncertain date, but may be assigned approximately to the latter
part of the third century A.D. It is later than any datable document in the long series
of ephebic inscriptions.
The stone was set up by a xzoacq'g in honor of his fellow
officers and the ephebes in his clharge. Most of the catalogue of ephebes is lost, but
the list of officials is complete, containing the names of all except the aiIdorelflig and
the drumxoup
iqT
already mentioned in the preamble. It may be noted that the officials
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recorded in the list proper all have life appointments, and that their names are grouped
together under the heading ot dat /ltov. This same arrangement occurs in I.G., 112, 2245,
which has been dated by Graindor in 266/7 (or 262/3).' T4ere the category of officials,
grouped together under the heading ot dla /5'ov, includes the names of the matuoreQ$l?rg,
o7rXo1adog,
bzocdxooog, dt5acuxa)og, larTog,
YeappaCEvg,
Qorrva'rg, tyejiw'v, vo7ratdorwoQ4r1g,
and
eir
ito2'
I/ovA
In both inscriptions all the
X8QopV)a$c,
Vt7royatlamVg,
xavca"no',
xou
staff except the
have life appointments, whereas in the
ir1iwg and the dvnlxorting
inscriptions of the first part of the century this is not the case. To be sure, I.G., 112,
2237 has a list of the staff, but it is significant that they are not yet designated as
Ol Nt&(Nov. Some of its men reappear in the same office in IG., 112, 2239 and I.G., II2,
2243. The most likely date for this last inscription is 251/2.3 The section where the
words ol di& fltov might have stood in I.G., II2, 2239 is missing. In 2243, however, we
do find the words oc dA 6lov above the group. There are two noncontiguous fragmients
then breaks off, recommences on the
of the list, which begins with the title y
other fragment with the titles frzodxoqoo, dldaiaAxog, V`ZOyeaot'rOog, q&6rQOaVs,t,oTQO',
and 'a' Jtoy8niov,
and then ends with hrieV Qiog. The zaudorelf/rg had already been
mentioned as a life appointee in the heading. Two of these, the b7roTcXoeogand the 8zfl
Z1t0o7v8i0v,reappear as still holding office in the inscription mentioned above, l.G., II2,

2245, where the vczoCdxoeog
has already served for more than seventeen years. On the
other hand, in our inscription not a single office has the same incumbent as in I.G., JJ2,
2237, 2239, 2243, or 2245. Therefore it is not to be dated earlier than I.G., 112, 2245
t(i. e. 266/7 or less likely 262/3 A.D.), because there is no place for it, and it mus
postdate no. 2245 by at least five years and probably more, because some of the staff
have had five years in office.4
That raises the question how much later it could have been. In Athens, except for
this one, there is no ephebic inscription known to be later than the year 267/8. The
899loa as an institution did not exist much longer. It died out all over the Greek
world. In Egypt, about which we are well informed from the papyri, the institution
lasted through the first quarter of the fourth century, but then disappeared.5 Yet the
ephebic training had been the distinguishing mark of Greek superiority in Egypt, and
there were strong nationalistic reasons for its preservation, whereas in Athens it must
have disappeared sooner. The burden of its maintenance fell on that class precisely
P. Graindor, Chronologiedes archontes atheniens sous l'empire, p. 268.
As here, so in ou'r inscription and in most others, the official named as Ebd z4oyEvs1ovappeals at
the bottom of the list. As Graindor pointed out (MuLseeBelge XXVI, 1922, 228), he is certainly not a
director, buLtrather a guard of some sort.
3 P. Graindor, Chrbonologie des archontes athniens SotUS l'empire, pp. 259--262.
4 Likewise it must be later than the brief fragment, I.G., II 2, 2246, which Kuumanudestried to date
in 267 A.D.; for even if we accept his suggestion and move 2245 up as early as 262/3, no. 2246 is only five
years later, so that, belonging to the year of a different xoaa,u , it would come between them.
5 U. Wileken, Gruntdzilge,pp. 144-5.
See also Preisigke's Weirterbuch,III, p. 275. The lise of the word
pjo3 o continues, but the &qs'cQdisappears.
1
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which suffered the most severely from the chaos and alnarchy of the third century.
The third century presents the defeat of the city bourgeoisie, and the reorganization of
the empire by Diocletian and Constantine left them generally in the colidition to which
they had been brought.' Oppressed and insecure, they were no longer able to support
Moreover the rise of Christianity contributed to the
anl institution like the 8flia.
decline of the gymnasia throughout the empire. The contests of naked ephebes were
incompatible with the new spirit, which exerted a strong influence even on those who
were not adherents of Christianity. The disappearance of the old institution is symbolic
like the suppression of the Olympic games in 394 and the closing of the schiool of
philosophy in 592.
In the first line of the preamble the three letters, KPA, are clearly marked as an
abbreviation by the stroke above the A. Such an abbreviation does occur as a patronymic
in I.G., II2, 2245, line 293, where it is of uncertain meaning. Here, however, it cannot
be the name of the archon because of the word Tov which precedes it. Moreover after
it in the same line came at the very most only fourteen letters conveniently, and perhaps
as few as ten, for the width of the letters varies to such an extent that it is difficult
to guage accurately the size of, the lacuna. The next line begins with the word Ilo2td'dog,
and it is tempting to believe that the archon was at the same time priest of Athena
Polias. Other inscriptiolns contain similar combinations, e.g. I.G., II2, 1817 &'l 'QNeYoog'
l (eswi) M1jree& 0&e-V xa' >Aycwqo- A`Q (iXiov) ltovvalov rovi Ka2imW,rov A a,l7rre,
or
I.G., II2, 2239 rCmllEQ8ts (I)Xca#< 'iq2X7rtdflov NkxoVTog. Therefore the words teewg
S4Orvagprobably stood at the end of the line. Since the word 'tQE'w-occurs in the
following line in unabbreviated form, it is unlikely that it was abbreviated in line 2.
Our information about the priestess of Athena Polias concerns an earlier period. It,
of course, does not preclude the existence of a priest of Athena Polias in the late third
century of the Christian era. Moreover her title, as in 1.G., III, 63, an inscription of
the Augustan Age, read 'eQteaZ0vag IloXicodogwithout the article before the name of
the goddess. The title of the priest would probably have resemnbledit, and, to be sure,
if the article were present, the restoration might still be possible, but the letters would
be exceedingly crowded at the end of the line.
Given the phrase 'CetEcog>0rvag Hota'dog, the abbreviation KPA must be that of an
adjective,--hence xeoa(Qirov), as in I.G., 112, 1830 according to Graindor's convincing
restoration. This word2 is the equivalent not only of the Latin egregius but also of the
Latin clarissimus,-that

is to say, it was used as an honorary title for men both of the

equestrian and of the senatorial class, and it could be given in general to anyone of
high birth.
The archon's second priesthood was apparently that of a feminine deity whose name
begins with an omicron, and who is described as being of national importance. Probably
1
2

See A/1.1. Rostovtzeff, Social and Econom)IicHistory, Chapter XII.
See the new edition of Liddell and Scott sub voce.
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8 to 1t letters have been lost at the end of the third line; therefore, beside the word
r-co, 5 to 8 other letters are to be restored in the lacuna. Perhaps the name 'Oucviat
stood there. The latter's priesthood is the almost certain restoration of Boeckh in I. G.,
112, 1352. I.G., III, 245 mentions a priest of Olympia Nike, and J.G., IIl, 289 one of
Orthia
Urania Nemesis. Oinaia, Homonia and Orthia are not very likely possibilities.
was worshiped in Athens, but her cult was not sufficiently important there for the place
occupied in the inscription. Ompinia is Demeter with the emphasis on her part as the
In view of the importance of the cult of Demeter in Attica and of its
grain goddess.'
national character, Ompnia seems the most probable restoration, but the phrase 'Oyrvia
,JCov'E2rvwv or 'Oyicria cJirvH1avwreWv has not elsewhere been found. Yet the latter
restoration has a certain inherent probability because a close connection existed between
the Panhellenes and the Eleusinian sanetuary.2 The exact nature of the connection is
not clear, but just as there existed the cult of the Panhellene Zeus in Athens, presumably
a Demeter of the Panhellenes was also recognized.
Titus Flavius

Mondo,

[-

- -

-, son of] Philinus,

of the deme Phlya,

has not hitherto

been known. The name Mondo until now has not occurred in Athens. However, these
very names, Titus Flavius Molndo and Titus Flavius Philinus,3 keep recurring in a
distinguished Boeotian family of the second century, well known from several inscriptions
found at Thespiae and Thebes, a family of which one member held the most important
and to which Plutarch's
Roman magistracies (e. g. proconsuilate of Lycia-Pamphilia),
friend Philinus undoubtedly belonged.5 Quite clearly our Mondo came from an Atlienian
branch of the same family. There had been a tendency for all such to move to the
iore important urban centres.
It is, however, interesting that he was holding the archonship for the second time.
Hitherto we have had no such case under the empire, although for the third century A.D.
it is not a surprising discovery. The number of elig,ible candidates must have become
by then exceedingly limited.
At the beginning of the eleventh line about five letters have disappeared. There
remains a cross stroke like the top of an E or a r, less likely a T, with an abbreviation
mark above it. As the date was beiing given, the year of service for the auaovetif?g

See Roscher 111, 899.
Cf. I.G, II2, 1092; I.G., JII, 85; 'E(p. 'VXQX 1894, No. 29; fl7 c(xTtxa, 1887, 54. Cf. also A. Mommsen,Feste
de- Stadt Athen, 169, iUote 2; W. Weber, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des Kaisers Hadriantts, 273-274;
M. N. Tod, J. H. S., XLlI, 1.922,p. 178.
L
VII, 2521: T(io; rbUovto; qWE)pvo; M6p4wvo; vio';. I.G., VII, 1830: 0PlEivo; M6vIywvos xcd
IG.,
I.G., VII, 2520: Mondo, son of a Philinus and father of a Philin-Ls. T.G.,VII, 1868: Flavia
4Q%X?a; vto;.
Democlea, mother of a Titus Flavius Philinus. Sutpplernentun Epigraphictum Graecum III, no. 339:
6u(jcaaTu
1

2

Oov);
4

xct 4aov

otl EVX,atcaTai

I.G., VIT, 1866:

7wEaOEVoavTA

Kinov,

Ti(Tov)

T. '1. Mo'Jwva

bt)Ellvov 6Ovf'(pn3ov.

14(6COVMOV)'I)PIVOV

dvOV7aTsvoavrc4

4VXt;

T'OV XQacTt6TOV, TayaEv'6UVTU 'at'ca,
77C4TQt; TOV SVfQYFe'TV.

HaV(JpVAt,

See Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopadie, VI, 2608.

TQIOoVvOV,

7Qa1TOQca,
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would have been stipulated, for he was MaIJoel3'i,g ia&@Uov.1 Hence the first four
letters were 88W0g, and the fifth was a numeral, so indicated by thie abbreviation
mark above it. The choice is between E and F. Between the end of the E's and
of the F in line 9 I think I detect a slight difference of form, which may be quite
accidental but is enough to determine my preference for the reading E. An Aurelius
Socrates, who might well be this official, appears as an ephebe in I.G., II 2, 2243
(probably 251/2 A.D.).
An archon Aurelius Socrates, who held office in the joint rule of
some emperors, has been tentatively located between 253 and 260 A.D. by P. Graindor
(Chtronologiedes archontes atheniens sous V'ernpire,
pp. 384-5), and is presumably another person.
Below the preauble comes the catalogue, most of whicll has been lost. To the left
of the group olJ dia' /?ov is another list of which seven names are preserved. These are
the gymnasiarchs, who were generally twelve in number, ephebes, one for each month
of the year to defray the expenses of the gymnasium. Among other duties they were
responsible for supplying the oil. We may asstume, then, that the heading, yu'raoiaawo1
and five other names originally stood above in the lacuna.
An unusual expression occurs in line 8S in the preamble. The xzoniU is settingf up
the list of his ephebes,- ovg '' av'wcCo
&504ovg he calls them, uising the preposition eJU.
c
The ordinary phrase is either v'+ a4vO or vi-u avr6r. The employment of the preposition
rEIrb with the dative to express the sense "in the time of so and so," does not conform
to Attic usage nor to that of the XonL. We have here a contamination of the two
In an inscription of the year 145/6 we read
expressions, 6zii avcioV and bivr a6v-o.
]cpr
[QOzoqttruirg?401Varog TovbgESd a
This is the only other case where
1BaVTag.2
the preposition 1rri occurs instead of the normal vro, and in the Corpus the phrase has
`
been restored as ar wtrov.
1 The year

is not always

given, buit in the heading frequently
so with the word r'TOgspelled out
'rhere seems to be no general rule abouit the other life appoinitees. Our
inscription gives the year of office also for the Zoafft6
; for the 017r)lo,a%o;,and for the Uro7rao oTQtl3n, buit
J.G., 112, 2245, wlich in forlm resembles our inscription closely, does not give the year for tlhe racl poire3ix,
while it does give it for the 7rooTdTi)' and for the V7rodCXo00o,-the 7rQOodT2;
ET(o;) ca and the v'rochxoeoo
ET(0o) nt'. 1G., 112, 2235, where both the 7catuoTet@
and the 7rQOaTa'r
are cha /3t'ov, gives the year only
for the 7EOaTCeoT7c;. I.G., I12, 2242, where the 7crtYoTetj3;, the 7fQoorTceiTand the ylcc,aaEcX 3v; are mentioned
in the headinig as life appointees, gives the year for all three. Others, however, do not give the year for
either the 7rclT4oiT43j; or the 7ooar"ciu;, where both are expressly described as J&a Oiov. Notice, moreover,
that in our inscription, under the list OlatJ j3iov,
the word ero;, or its abbreviationi, has been onmitted
(cf. 1.G., 112, 2242 for example).

regularly.
2 1. G.,

I1 2, 2052, line 5.
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